PURE FILTH SOUND
Two stories, One sound.
Pure Filth started out as DJ Sam XL’s Underground club and Soundsystem in a downtown Los
Angeles basement circa 2007. Credited as being the first weekly dub step club in America,
it grew in stature. Providing sound for the fledgling club nights Low End Theory and Smog,
it was dubbed:
“The finest sound system on earth…peerless and unparalleled” ~ Mary Anne Hobbs.
The next quest was to produce original music to accompany the mighty speaker rig, and to
find a musical partner with sam’s same U.K sensibility, diverse musical taste, an extensive
knowledge of dub AND living in Los Angeles. No easy task. However, after hiring multi-media
artist Oicho to handle the Pure Filth’s live visuals…his prayers were answered.
This chance meeting revealed that Oicho just happened to be David Harrow, a pioneer of
modern day electronic dance music with an amazing career spanning over 3 decades!
Gigging with Dread Zone at Knebworth, headlining the Glastonbury Festival with On-U Sound,
performing with Bjork and even playing keyboards for Lee Scratch Perry are just a few
moments in David’s illustrious career. After his groundbreaking productions in early 80’s
Berlin, David was dubbed the “Godfather of Techno,” shortly after his much revered work
with luminary poet Anne Clark topped the German charts as well as the dance floors.
Harrow then went on to work with electronic institutions Psychic TV, Adrian Sherwood’s
On-U Sound Records, and the Sabres of Paradise with Andy Weatherall. producing a slew of
material for several prominent artists over the years. Additionally he has created groundbreaking album’s of his own under the alias “James Hardway,” helping to pioneer the 90’s
drum and bass genre “new jazz.”
Taking a different route in the maze, SamXL had been pushing electronic dance music, in all
forms throughout Southern California. Always underground, always independent, and always
cutting edge beats. As a youth he listened to the sessions of reggae selecter
“The Ranking Miss P.” His daydream of one day becoming a DJ and running a
soundsystem has now come to fruition. Sam quite literally experiments
with sonic vibration on the molecular level. “Pure Filth is One of
the best Soundsystems actually built and fine-tuned for beats, bass,
dubstep & dance music.” ~ The Gaslamp Killer
As owner of L.A record stores “Beatnonstop” and then “Temple of Boom,” Sam had incredible access to a massive catalog of music spanning genres and artists from all across the
globe. He began releasing material under monikers such as
“Coastal Commission, Crime Scene Unit, Troubled
Minds, XXXL and Smut.”
He collaborated on projects with artists
such as Breakage, Technical Itch, DZ and
CPEN putting out releases on labels such
as Pacific Coast House, Beatnonstop,
Seductive, Crimescene, and Pacific House
Brand.

Over the years Sam’s tracks and mixes have received major support from a
myriad of DJs across the world. Crossing musical genre’s from House, to
Drum & Bass, Dubstep and Experimental, championed by DJs Maceo Plex, King
Britt, Jumpin’ Jack Frost, Terry Francis, Hatcha, Skream, Flying Lotus, as well
a receiving spins on Pete Tong’s BBC Radio1’s “Essential mix”, 1xtra, Kiss FM and
Mary Anne Hobb’s XFM radio show.
“Behind the buzz of the LA beat scene and rumbling beneath the thriving electronic underground in Southern California is Pure Filth, a sound system whose story spans decades and
now continents.” ~ Shilo Urban
In the mid 90’s, after burning out in the flames of dark London, Harrow, disappeared from
the European dance music scene and quietly relocating to the sunnier shores of California.
He concentrated on scoring movie sound tracks like “Loaner” and hit T.V show’s such as
“Las Vegas.” Now working as a multi-media artist throughout the Los Angeles landscape he
continues releasing remixes and putting out original catalog in a broad spectrum of leftfield music, mostly under his “Oicho” moniker.
“I originally set up the label “WORKHOUSEDIGITAL” as a conduit to release my catalog online, I soon relished in the freedom of being able to compose the music how I wanted to,
and make it available on my own terms. Finally free from the compromises of the traditional
record label, I began to realize the potential of using the early punk ethic of doing everything independently, but in a whole new global digital format!”
While producing the “LVX” Project with Visionaries Lord Zen, Dave was persuaded to attend
the then fledgling club night “Low End Theory” in Lincoln Heights. He soon became a regular at the Airliner club where “low end” was held, and it was there on the back patio under
the thick haze of Ras G’s back woods smoke, that Dave got to witness Sam DJ on the Pure
Filth rig, hailing it as one of the heaviest “future dub” sets he had ever heard. This was
later confirmed by Daddy Kev as “some of the best mixing we’ve had at Low End.”
The two Brits bonded and decided that a future musical collaboration was definitely in order. That summer after working on DJ Kentaro’s album, Dave invited Sam to complete several
rhythm tracks at his WORKHOUSE studio. Sam then recruited some of the finest vocal artist’s throughout Los Angeles.
These virtuosos included his resident MC “Kemst,” Hench label boss “Jakes,” L.A veteran
“Busdriver,” Pure Filth regular “Mestizo,” Low End Theory’s MC “Nocando,”
London honcho “Crazy D,” and lastly Brainfeeder new signing “Ryat.”
…Dubbed out snares, African percussion, Deep 808 subs and Heavy as an S.U.V. Basslines,
mixed with crisp dreamy vocals and cerebral raps…The Pure Filth Sound was born.
Wanting to take the project a step further Sam & Dave enlisted the talents for
remixes including the Orb’s Alex Paterson, KUMO, Monopoly, 6 Blocc, Total
Science, The Last Skeptik, Ras G, DLX, Technical Itch, Hive, Gaudi, Megadread, MRK 1, The Bomb Squad, Take, Kone, Free the Robots,
Computer Jay, House Shoes, Northbase, L-Plus, Homage,
Mark Bell, Echo Park, Zed Bias, Lorn, OffKilltah,
Monolithium, Terror Danjah, Pudge, Mike Gao, Jakes,
Teeb’s, Cpen, Sanderson Dear, Martinez Bros, J
Majik, Supreme, Moldy, Druley, Mothership Collective, Oris Jay, DJ Nobody, DiBiase and Gunshae.

After hearing their album, Golden Voice booked PFS to play
Coachella 2011.
Live on stage the Duo programmed custom visuals and beats with
Christina Ryat and Kemst blessing the mic ,while the Wooden Roots
crew accompanied with pounding African percussion. Their first show
was a great success and dubbed “the best live band debut I’ve ever seen”
by Amon Tobin’s sound engineer Sharon Levinson.
The brand new Pure Filth Sound “BASS MOVES SPACE” LP will be available
September 2012, at all good digital outlets via Workhouse Digital.
Mary Anne Hobbs says “I Love it, a really strong LP, rich warm bass, heavy as f#ck!”
Mala of Digital Mystics: “Some mad jungle, drum and bass high-bred fusion vibes.”
Technique label boss Simon Bassline Smith comment’s “This is a really strong L.P…a future
classic!”
V-Recording’s boss Jumpin’ Jack Frost “Loving the vibe of this album, definitely gonna be
playing some cuts off this!”
Ninja Tunes recording artist Amon Tobin: “I Love the warmth of the album, it has a very “London” sound to me, excellent!”
Magnetic Man’s Benga: “Wow…what style is this? I’ve never heard anything like it!”
-

Pure Filth Sound 4:48
Deep Meditation 5:57
Ignite 6:24
Everything You Need 4:13
Timetrips 5:20
Rhythm Killer 4:49
Nails in the Coffin 5:23
Bass Moves Space 4:23
Pathfinder 5:14
Queen of the Forrest 4:05
Occupy Your Mind 4:56
Turn Up the Fire 3:43
Speaker Shake 3:44
LAX to LDN 4:30

Also keep your ear to the ground and eyes on the screen for singles becoming available
in 2012 featuring some of the above named remix artists. The Deluxe album version will be
dropping before x-mas containing the LP, bonus tracks and selected remixes.
For more info please visit : www.purefilthsound.com

